
     

 

  DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: 31 JANUARY OF EACH YEAR 
 

 

The European University Institute in Florence is 

one of the world’s leading academic institutions for 

postgraduate studies in economics and the social 

sciences.  It was set up in 1976 and now hosts an 

academic community of about 800 Ph.D. 

researchers, postdoctoral fellows and professors 

from over fifty countries in Europe and beyond. 

 

 

The Economics Department is committed to research 

on a wide range of topics and runs one of Europe’s 

leading PhD programmes. It provides teaching and 

supervision for doctoral students at the highest 

international level. The teaching in the doctoral 

programme is based on formal coursework in the areas 

of microeconomics, macroeconomics and 

econometrics at a level which allows researchers to 

pursue successful academic careers in leading 

universities and professional opportunities in 

international organisations. Recent alumni have been 

placed successfully in leading international universities 

such as the University of Oxford, Universitat Pompeu 

Fabra, Paris School of Economics, Stockholm University, 

Cornell, U.C. Davis, Universität Bonn, and institutions 

such as the European Central Bank, European 

Commission, IMF and World Bank. The department, 

together with visiting professors from top universities, 

offers a wide range of advanced and specialised 

graduate courses to first and second year students. 

Furthermore, weekly research seminars in 

macroeconomics, microeconomics, econometrics and 

economic policy are given by visiting speakers. 

 

Why choose the EUI PhD programme? 

The Economics Department of the European University 

Institute brings together scholars from all over Europe 

in an outstanding research environment. The 

researchers benefit among other things from the 

following: 

- Structured Ph.D. programme with intensive 

course work  and close research supervision 

- Four-year grants to most admitted 

- Weekly research seminars in Micro, Macro and  

Econometrics 

- Frequent  interaction with international faculty 

- English as the working language 

 

How and when to apply: 

Apply online by 31 January of each year at: 

http://www.eui.eu/GrantInfo 

 

Faculty 
 Árpád Ábrahám (Macroeconomics) 

 Jérôme Adda (Microeconometrics) 

 Fabio Canova (Macroeconomics and Business Cycles) 

 Elena Carletti (Applied Microeconomics & Finance), until 

August 2013 

 Piero Gottardi (Microeconomics & Financial Economics) 

 Peter Reinhard Hansen (Econometrics) 

 Andrea Ichino (Labour Economics, Economics of 

Education), part-time professor 

 David K. Levine (economic theory, mathematical 

economics and game theory), from September 2013 

 Massimiliano Marcellino (Macroeconometrics), until 

August 2013 

 Ramon Marimon (Macroeconomics, Learning, Contract 

Theory) 

 Andrea Mattozzi (Political Economy) 

 Evi Pappa (Open Economy Macro, Monetary and Fiscal 

Policy) 

 Fernando Vega-Redondo (Game Theory), until August 
2013 

http://www.eui.eu/GrantInfo


 

 

The European Commission supports the EUI through the European Union budget.  
This publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held 
responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein. 

 

“The EUI offers one of the best Economics Ph.D. in Europe which is highly recognized by academia and policy institutions around 

the world, as the placement of its students suggests. The structure of courses, the very close interaction with its top professors 

and visiting scholars and the logistic facilities it offers make the EUI’s Economics Department a very stimulating environment to 

develop state of the art research.” 

Bertrand Gruss (2010 alumnus) - Economist at the International Monetary Fund. 

 

“With some difficulty I had turned down an offer from a good department on the US east coast, in favour of the EUI. I have 

never regretted this decision. The first year sequence was as rigorous as in any other top-PhD programme, and together with the 

field courses left me well-prepared for research.” 

Tobias Broer (2009 alumnus) - Assistant Professor at the Institute of International Economic Studies, University of Stockholm. 
 

"The EUI PhD program in economics offers everything one needs for a very successful career in academics: excellent courses 

taught by first class professors, numerous seminars by top scholars and, most importantly, a unique working environment with 

great interaction among students. I highly recommend the program, which is perhaps the best in Europe and in my view highly 

competitive with most US programs." 

Karel Mertens (2007 alumnus) - Assistant Professor at Cornell University. 
 

"EUI students are sought after intensely by policy institutions, such as the ECB, because of the very good training as well as the 

European and international outlook of the EUI. 

Marcel Fratzscher (2002 alumnus) - Senior Adviser at the European Central Bank. 
 
 
Economics Department 
European University Institute 
Villa San Paolo 
Via della Piazzuola 43 
50133 Florence - Italy 
Tel.: +39 055 4685 927 
Fax: +39 055 4685 902 

Home page: http://www.eui.eu/eco 

Current faculty: http://www.eui.eu/ecoprofessors 

Overview of the PhD programme: http://www.eui.eu/ecoprogramme 

Placement of alumni: http://www.eui.eu/ecojobmarket 
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